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In the following, a surface is always a compact, orientable, two-

dimensional manifold with or without boundary, a closed surface is

one without boundary, and a simple, closed curve on a surface is a

closed, connected, one-dimensional submanifold. For simplicity in

referring to curves, no notational distinction is made between the

embedding of the circle and the image under the embedding—the

context will make it clear which is intended.

If IF is a surface whose boundary consists of n disjoint, simple,

closed curves, the genus of W, g(W), is defined to be the genus of a

surface without boundary obtained by attaching a 2-cell to each of

the boundary curves. The relation between the genus of W and its

inner Euler characteristic, x(W) is:

X(W) = 2-2g-n.

Any two surfaces with the same number of boundary curves and

genus are homeomorphic [2], and if everything is differentiable,

diffeomorphic [l]. A surface with one boundary curve and genus

zero will be called a disc, and a surface with two boundary curves

and genus zero will be called a cylinder.

No distinction is made between the topological and differentiable

cases, since everything below applies equally well to both.

The object of this note is to prove:

Theorem. Let & and (B be simple, closed, noninterseeling curves on

a closed surface, V, then:

(i) If a is homotopic to zero, then ß bounds a disc in V.

(ii) If ß and (S> are freely homotopic but not homotopic to zero, then

aUffi bounds a cylinder in V.

The author wishes to thank R. Palais for many helpful conversa-

tions.

1. Lemma. Suppose ai, • • • , a„ are simple, closed, nonintersecting,

null-homologous curves in V, then V—Ua¿ has (« + 1) components.

Proof. Consider the cohomology sequence of the pair (V, A),

where
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¿ = Ua<:

-► H\V) -+ HX(A) -> H2(V, A) -* H2(V) ~* H2(A) -» • • • .

Since all of the a» are null-homologous i* is the zero map. Hl(A) ~Zn,

H2(A) = 0, and H2(V) «Z. Thus we have:

0 -* Z" -> H2(V, A)-+Z^0.

So H2(V, A)~Z*+l, and the result follows by duality, H2(V, A)
~H0(V-A).

Lemma. Suppose Oi, • • • , an are simple, closed noninterseeling,

homologous, but not null-homologous curves on V, then V— Ua¿ has n

components.

Proof. This proof is similar to the preceding one except that now

i* maps Hl(V) onto the diagonal of Zn. The resulting exact sequence

is:

0 -» Z -» Z" -> H2(V, A)-+Z->0,

and so H2(V, A) ~H0(V-A) «Z".

2. The theorem breaks up into three cases: (i) Q, homotopic to

zero, (ii)i Q, and 03 freely homotopic, homologous to zero but not

homotopic to zero, (ii)2 Q, and 03 freely homotopic but not homologous

to zero.

In (i), since ß is homologous to zero the surface is divided by Û

into two surfaces with genera g' and g" and the assertion of the theo-

rem is that g' or g" is zero. Since the genus of the whole surface,

g = g'+g", we see that the result is immediate if g^l.

In (ii)i, since the curves Û and 03 are null-homologous, V is divided

by ß and (B into three surfaces: two with single bounding curves

with genera g' and g'" and one with two boundary curves with genus

g". Since neither ft nor 03 is null-homotopic, g' and g'" are nonzero.

The assertion of (ii)i is that g" is zero. Since the genus of V, g = g'+g"

+g'", the conclusion of (ii)i holds for surfaces of genus g5¡2 if Ct and

03 are null-homologous and not null-homotopic (which is only possible

ifg = 2).
In (ii)2 since the curves Q, and (B are homologous but not null-

homologous, V is divided by ß and 03 into two surfaces with two

boundary curves each and genera g' and g". The assertion of (ii)2

is that either g' or g" vanishes. Since the genus of V, g = g' +g" +1, the

conclusion of (ii)2 follows if g^2. Thus:

(ii)' If V is a closed surface of genus g ̂  2 and if & and (S> are simple,
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closed, nonintersecting curves which are homologous but not homotopic to

zero in V, then Q\J(S> is the boundary of a cylinder in V.

3. If we assume (i) of the theorem, then the case of (ii) in which

ft and (B are homologous to zero follows at once. For suppose ft and (B

divide V into V, V", and V", with boundaries ft, ftU(B, and (B re-

spectively. Since ft is not null-homotopic we know that g'^0. Con-

struct a new surface, W, by attaching a disc, D, along (B to V'VJ V".

Now ft and (B are null-homotopic and therefore ft bounds a disc in

W. Since ft is the boundary in W of V and V'VJD and since V is

not a disc V"\JD must be. Thus g" = g(V"\JD) =0, so V" is a

cylinder.

4. Part (i) of the theorem is an immediate consequence of Van

Kampen's Theorem [3]. Let ft be a simple, closed, null-homotopic

curve in V. The curve divides V into two components whose closures

are V and V" with common boundary, ft. Let T be an open tubular

nbhd about a and let Vi= V'VJT and V2= V"\JT. { Vu F2} is an open

cover of V and T=ViC\V?. is connected. Let xo£ft; we compute

iri(V, xo) from 7Ti(F,-, x0) and wi(T, x0). Let a, ai be the homotopy

class of ft in wi(T, Xo), iri(F¿, xo), *=1, 2. Ti(Vi, xo) has generators

ai,Ai, Bi,i=l, ■ ■ -, g',v/ith one relation ai=[Ai, Bi]-[Ai, Bî]- • ■ •

■ [A„>, Bg,]=Wi, where [X, Y] is the commutator of X and Y and

g'=g(V). Similarly iri(F2,x0) has generators a2, Cj, Dj,j = 1, • • • , g",

with one relation a2 = [Ci, Di\- [C2, Z?2] • • • [C„", -D„«]=w2, where

g" = g(F"). iri(r, Xo) has one generator, a, with no relations. Apply-

ing Van Kampen's Theorem we have 7Ti(F, xo) is generated by a, ai,

a2, Ai, Bi, Cj, Dj; i=l, ■ ■ ■ , g'; j=l, • ■ ■ , g" with the relations:

a = ai = a2 = w i = Wi.

Or 7Ti(F, xo) is generated by Ai, Bi, Cj, Dj with the one relation

Wi = w2. We show that the two assumptions g' and g" nonzero and ft

null-homotopic in V are incompatible. In iti(V, xo) the class of ft is

represented by the images of Wi and w2. Thus if this class is 1 in

7Ti(F, Xo), we must be able to express Wi as a word in the conjugates

of powers of w^Wî.

Lemma. Let F be the free group with generators Ait Bi, Cj, Dj;

i-1, • • • , gf and j=l, ■ ■ ■ , g". Let Wi= [Ai, Bi].[Ae-, Ba.)
and w2= [Ci, Di].[CB", Dg>\ If N is the smallest, normal sub-

group of F containing wrxw2 then wiQ-N.

Proof. Let H be the subgroup of (3X3) real, triangular matrices

generated by:
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*i-

1 0 0

0 1 1

0   0    1

and h2 =

1 1 0

0 1 0

0   0    1

Define two homomorphisms i/',: F—+H as follows: ipi(Aî) =$2(Ci)=hi,

ti(Bi) =MDi)=h2, and ̂ Ui) =h(Bi) = *i(Ci) =fc(A) = T, ft of any
other generator is /. Notice that \p2(wi) =1, \pi(wi) =ip2(w2) =h9£I, and

that [H, [H, 22"]]=/. If WiEN, then Wi is a word in the conjugates

of the powers of wt1w2. Thus for some integer k, ^i(wi) =^i(wi)~k and

\¡/2(wi)=\f/2(w2)k. So we have the contradiction, h = I.

5. We now complete the proof of (ii). The curves ft and 03 are

freely homotopic, nonintersecting, simple closed curves in F which are

not homologous to zero. Let V and V" he the closures of the com-

ponents of V— ftUffi. V and V" have ftU(B as their common bound-

ary. Let M and N be disjoint tubular «&M5 of ft and (B, respectively.

Let Vi= V'\JM\JN and V2= V"\JM\JN; ViC\ V2=MKJN. In order
to compute the fundamental group of V we use Weinzweig's gen-

eralization of Van Kampen's Theorem [4].

Pick a point xo£ ft and yo£03. Since both xo and yo are in ViC\ V2

we may pick arcs d¡: I—>F,- such that ¿¿(0)=xo and ¿¿(l)=yo. Let

3D: 2—>F be defined by:

0(0 = {
di(2t),

d2(2 - 21),

if 0 g / g 1/2,

if 1/2 á t g 1.

Let a, be the class of ft in »ri(F¿, x0), and /3¿ be the class of ¿¿(Bdr1 in

Ti( Fj, xo). Let a be the class of ft in wi(M, x0) and ß be the class of 03

in ■7Ti(2V, yo). tti(M, x0) and 7rj(2V, y0) are infinite cyclic with gener-

ators a and ß, respectively. tti(Fi, Xo) has generators cti, ßi, Ai, 23,-;

i=í, ■ ■ ■ , g'=g(V); with the one relation ai = ßi[Ai, A]- • ■ •

■ [A g,, B 0>}=ßiWi.Tvi(V2,xo) has generators a2,ß2,Cj,Dj;j=\, ■ ■ ■ ,g"

= g(V"); with the one relation a2 = ß2[d, A].[C0», DQ„]

= ß2w2. Using Theorem 2 of [4], we see that 7Ti(F, Xo) is generated by:

a, «i, a2, ß, ßi, ß2, Ai, Bi, C¡, Dj, and S, the class of 3D. The relations

are: a = «i = a2, ß = ßi = bß2o~i, ai = ßi-Wi, and a2 = ß2-w2. Or iri(V, x0)

is generated by: ß, S, Ai, Bi, C¡, D¡ with the relation ßw2 = bßb~lWi.

Again we show that the assumptions that ft and 03 are freely homo-

topic and that g' and g" are nonzero are incompatible. If we let G be

the quotient group obtained from iri(V, xo) by introducing the rela-

tions |3= 1 and 5 = 1, G is the group generated by Ai, 23,, C¡, D¡ with

the relation wi = w2. If ft and 03 are freely homotopic then the image
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of Wi in G is 1, but by the lemma of the preceding section this is pos-

sible only when either g' or g" is zero.
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